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Executive Summary 

This deliverable is one of the results of task T6.3 that is one of the Use Cases from DECODER. 
It describes all the works performed related with this Use Case. Actions described here cover 
points like the upload of the code into DECODER, actions to share this code with partners and 
to provide support to them, actions to update both the code and documentation of the Use 
Case, and actions to configure, deploy and implement the living documents generator, one 
tool included inside the DECODER platform, in the scope of task T6.3. 

This task has served as output for almost all work packages and as input for many tasks in 
different work packages. 

 
 

Contributing tasks of this WP T6.3 

Related deliverables of this WP D4.4, D1.2 

Input from other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5 

Output to other WP(s) WP1, WP4 

 

Keywords 
DECODER, Jupyter, Python, living documents, API, document templates, graphics, TESTAR 

Acronyms and Abbreviations      
UI User interface 

PKM Persistent knowledge monitor 

ASD Accelerated Solution Design 

SRL Semantic Role Labeling 

SUT System Under Test 
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to describe the work carried out in task 6.3, from WP6. This 
includes the promotion of usage of the source code and documentation of this Use Case by 
the DECODER tools and methods, the continuous process of monitoring their results, as well 
as the creation of a platform to create living documents that display information included into 
the PKM, in a visual and configurable way, to verify that DECODER generates valid 
documentation. 

1.2 Scope of the task 
The scope of task 6.3 is to demonstrate that the tools and methods developed in the different 
work packages result in usable documentation. The task covers all the actions related with 
MyThaiStar [1], the source code and documentation of Use Case C. To demonstrate this, a 
platform of living documents, that is able to retrieve and draw information, has been bundled 
into DECODER. 

1.3 Overall organization of the document 
The remainder of this deliverable is organized as follows: 

• Section 2 specifies the way that Use Case C has been used inside each work package 
during the DECODER toolset implementation.  

• Section 3 gives an overview of Jupyter [2], the platform of living documents included 
inside DECODER, to provide a way to extend the DECODER framework and generate 
documentation. 

• Section 4 describes the work done to fulfil all objectives initially described in task 6.3. 
• Section 5 describes the actions performed in the scope of this task, to facilitate the 

development and integration of each tool inside DECODER, with the definition of the 
architecture and interconnection guidelines.  

• Section 6 presents a real use case implementation that Capgemini has done with 
DECODER and the Jupyter platform. This implementation extends the features that 
DECODER provides, by integrating a new tool that detects software patterns.  

Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions and outlines future works. 
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2 Usage of Use Case C per Work Package 

The source code of Use Case C is a Java application called MyThaiStar [1].  

MyThaiStar is the reference application that Capgemini uses internally to promote best 
programming practices and the correct use of last technologies. This application is the one 
used at Use Case C. It represents a responsive website of a restaurant and includes features 
like table reservations and take away orderings. It’s developed with Devon Framework [4], the 
standard tool for development at the company. 

MyThaiStar has versions developed for several programming languages. However, the scope 
of this Use Case is the Java implementation, and is the language used during the actions of 
task T6.3. The source code of this application is open source and many collaborations and 
updates are done day after day. In terms of documentation, it is extremely well documented, 
as it is used as reference for new programmers to gain knowledge about best practices to 
develop. 

All the DECODER tools focused on Java have used the MyThaiStar source code and 
documentation to improve their results. The source code has been used as a validation 
dataset for the tools using AI techniques, or simply as reference for the parsers and 
generators. Documentation has been also used and processed to train some systems. The 
frontend of MyThaiStar, developed in Angular [3] has been used too, although it is not in the 
scope of the task. The complete application of MyThaiStar has been started and tested by the 
TESTAR tool. To do so, the complete web application must be started, including the frontend 
in Angular. This frontend code has not been used for other actions than running it to test the 
behaviour of the MyThaiStar UI. 

This section describes all scenarios in which MyThaiStar sources have been used per Work 
Package. 

2.1 WP1: PKM  

2.1.1 Java parser 

MyThaiStar source code has been used as test bench for the Java parser. This resulted in an 
extension of the Java parser, helping to fix some bugs. The source code is in Java version 8. 

2.1.2 JML parser 

MyThaiStar source code was annotated with JML and it has been used as test bench. The 
annotations included were useful to adapt and extend the tool to support them.   

2.2 WP2: Developer 

2.2.1 Code Summarization 

MyThaiStar source code has been used as verification dataset for the tool which generates 
comments from code. Using the preexisting comments, continuous improvements have been 
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made into the code summarization tool, trying to match the original comments and 
descriptions. 

2.2.2 Variable misuse 

MyThaiStar source code has been used to test the variable misuse tool. The MyThaiStar 
source code has been modified adding wrong variable names to detect specific use cases of 
the Variable Misuse tool.  

2.2.3 NER 

MyThaiStar user stories have been used to train datamodels of the NER tool, to be able to 
recognize this way of describing software functionalities. This tool locates and classifies parts 
of the text into pre-defined categories.  

2.3 WP3: Reviewer 

2.3.1 JML generator 

JML generator has used several MyThaiStar source code files to generate and add new JML 
annotations inside. The complete source code of MyThaiStar has been parsed and analyzed 
with this tool, with and without preexisting JML annotations. Given the results of these 
processes, some modifications were done in the JML generator tool to improve the obtained 
results. 

2.4 WP4: Maintainer 

2.4.1 TESTAR 

MyThaiStar has been used by TESTAR to generate and adapt model diffs. For this, two 
different versions of MyThaiStar web application have been ran, and the graphical and 
behavioral differences between them have been identified by this tool. MyThaiStar source 
code has been used also to calculate code coverage measurements for unit testing. 

2.4.2 Traceability matrix 

MyThaiStar source code files have been used to verify results calculated by the traceability 
matrix tool. 

2.4.3 SRL 

MyThaiStar source code files have been used to verify results calculated by the semantic role 
labeling tool, which performs full text analysis and maps each phrase to a predefined predicate 
with arguments. 

2.5 WP5: Methodology 

2.5.1 UML parser 

Source code files from MyThaiStar were used to develop and debug the UML parser tool, that 
generates UML diagrams from classes.  
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2.5.2 BPM 

Some of the files of MyThaiStar are used to debug the correct behavior of this tool, which 
manages the execution of the tools. The BPM tool receives file identifiers, positions inside the 
files among other parameters. The usage of MyThaiStar source code is not direct, because 
this tool does not directly process the data of this Use Case, although it has been used as a 
reference project, during debug actions on this tool.  
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3   Jupyter: generate documentation and extend DECODER 

3.1 Jupyter in DECODER 
Jupyter is a documentation platform that renders HTML based on live execution of Python 
code. This software is accessible through a web browser and allows users to execute Python 
commands inside the browser, rendering the results in visual formats. The way to work with 
Jupyter is the creation of Notebooks, that contain both static information and code that, after 
executing, generates living reports with diagrams, pictures… 

JupyterLab is an extension to Jupyter, that displays the Notebooks in a nicer and more usable 
way than the original platform. In this document, Jupyter and JupyterLab will refer to the same 
concept. We use JupyterLab, a nice interface of Jupyter, but the concepts are valid for the two 
systems. Any Jupyter platform can be obtained as a Docker image, and several prebuilt 
formats do exist. All the existing formats include inside a machine with a Python kernel, the 
Jupyter platform itself, and a series of libraries to perform calculations. A part of the default 
libraries, many others have been included during the process of development of T6.3, so extra 
functionalities are allowed inside the DECODER installation of Jupyter, like HTML rendering, 
Json parsing, POST requests, plots, and other functions… Most of these functions will be 
described during this document in future sections. 

 

Figure 1: Jupyter overview 

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Jupyter platform. It has been completely integrated into the 
DECODER GUI. Once the user clicks on the Jupyter button it has access to this editor. The 
editor has a left side where the files are shown. It supports many file formats. In this installation, 
it contains Notebooks and Python scripts with logic. The right side is the editor, in which the 
files are edited and run. The Notebooks include cells with code that can be executed and 
immediately results are shown below, in the form of text or HTML.  

Lastly, the top bar has some options to configure, execute, change between kernels… Kernels 
are the parsers that will interpret the code inside the cells of Notebooks. This installation 
supports the Python kernel, although Nodejs [10] is also supported. 
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In conclusion, this platform has a raw Python installation with several preinstalled packages, 
running in the web browser. Jupyter allows users to write code in the form of Notebooks with 
individual cells of Python code. After executing these cells, the contents are rendered below, 
normally in HTML format. The code of the cells can be grouped in Python scripts and simplify 
the contents of the cells with one call to a function. 

The general idea was to provide an easy-to-use API to the PKM and bundle it inside Jupyter, 
so the user can obtain data, process and show it in the needed way. 

One weak point of this platform is that the kernel contains only the set of predefined libraries, 
and it is not easy to use a library that has not been specifically configured in the base image. 
Users can experience the error “package not found” when their imports do not exist. That said, 
Jupyer has the ability to hot deploy plugins, developed by the community, at the same screen. 
This smooths out this platform weakness, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Extensions and plugins 

During our work, developing several Notebooks displaying information and showcasing the 
platform access, the most important libraries were included. So, this software utilizes the more 
common Python packages, and the platform is flexible enough to support normal works today. 

3.1.1 Data mining API 

To facilitate access to the platform a Python API has been deployed. It prebuilds numerous 
methods that connect to the PKM and retrieve information. The access is done via the 
DECODER REST API, exactly the same that the frontend or any other client uses.  
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The Notebooks that have been included in DECODER, are preconfigured, so using the API 
inside DECODER does not need any configuration, it is automatically connected to the PKM 
and the logged user is authenticated. The access is project scoped, that is, it needs one project 
to be selected before accessing the data. Again, inside our installation this process is 
automatic given the actual project and the user only needs to worry about the functions he will 
use.  

This API contains the following methods, and more will be included during the life of the 
system: 

• extractSessionHeader: obtains the token from the browser for a logged user, to 
access the PKM. 

• getSessionHeader: obtains the session header from previous login or from the one 
extracted from localStorage. 

• setHost: Allows users to change the default URL from where to retrieve data. 
• login: allows users to insert credentials and log into the API. 
• getProjectList: Returns the list of project names that the user is allowed to access. 
• setSelectedProject: Selects one project 
• getCurrentProject: obtains the project identifier. All the calls of the API have been 

implemented for being project scoped. 
• getAllLogs: Retrieves all the existing logs generated by tools executions. 
• getLogsByTool: Retrieves all the existing logs generated by a given tools. 
• getAllDocuments: Retrieves all the rawDocumentation elements inside the PKM. 
• getDocumentContents: Retrieves the contents of a specific document inside the 

PKM. 
• getAllFiles: Retrieves all the files inside the PKM. 
• getAllSourceCodes: Retrieves all the source code files inside the PKM. 
• getSourceCodeByName Retrieves a specific source code file inside the PKM. 
• getAllAnnotations Retrieves all annotations inside the PKM. 
• getAllComments: Retrieves all the comments inside the PKM. 
• getCommentsInFile: Retrieves all the comments inside a file of the PKM. 
• getAnnotationsInFile: Retrieves all the annotations inside a file of the PKM. 
• getAllUML: Retrieves all the UML diagrams inside the PKM. 
• getAllStateModel: Retrieves all the TESTAR state model diagrams inside the. PKM. 
• getAllRelations: Retrieves all the calculated relations in the PKM. 
• getAllUserStories: Retrieves all the user stories in a given file. 
• getAllEpics: Retrieves all the epics in a given file. 
• getLogsForCodeSummarizationTool: Retrieves the logs of the code summarization 

tool. 
• getLogsForVariableMisuseTool: Retrieves the logs of the variable misuse tool. 
• getLogsForJMLGen: Retrieves the logs of the JMLGen tool. 
• getLogsForJavaParser: Retrieves the logs of the Java parser tool. 
• generateUSGraph: Receives 4 parameters and generates the Mermaid [6] formatted 

string to print the user story as a graphic. 
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• printMermaidList: Draws a list of diagrams in the Notebook. Diagrams must follow 
the Mermaid syntax. 

The API contains also methods to count the number of artefacts per type, they have been 
developed to implement quality measurements: 

• getNumberOfJMLGenAditions: Retrieves the total amount of annotations included 
by DECODER in the source code. 

• getNumberOfAnnotations: Retrieves the total amount of annotations in the Java 
source code. 

• getNumberOfCodeSummarizationAdditions: Retrieves the total amount of 
comments added by DECODER in the source code. 

• getNumberOfRelationsAdded: Retrieves the total amount of relations found between 
artefacts. 

• getNumberOfUMLAdditions: Retrieves the total amount of UML class diagrams 
generated by DECODER. 

• getNumberOfStateModelCalculations: Retrieves the total amount of State model 
calculations generated by DECODER. 

• getNumberOfUserStoriesParsed: Retrieves the total amount of User stories parsed 
by DECODER. 

• getNumberOfEpicsParsed: Retrieves the total amount of Epics parsed by 
DECODER. 

• getNumberOfComments: Retrieves the total amount of comments of a project. 
• getNumberOfDocuments: Retrieves the total amount of documents of a project. 

 

Figure 3: Python API 

Please notice that this API has been deployed to retrieve information from the PKM. For now, 
no actions for updating information or to call the DECODER tools are included. The idea is 
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that all these actions should be done using the regular web interface, and Jupyter should be 
used to generate information retrieving data from the PKM. 

The ability to store data into the PKM or even to execute one of the DECODER tools, is 
interesting also, but for now this platform remains as data mining only, avoiding possible data 
inconsistencies generated from it and avoiding security problems also. 

3.1.2 Mongodb data accessing API 

For administrator users, an API with the same functionalities described in the previous section, 
was initially developed. But this time, the idea was to provide direct access to the database. 
Methods that directly access the collections inside the PKM were included. This access was 
not limited to one project, and it was not limited to get results either. Inserts, updates or 
deletions were possible for this API. It was useful in local installations, but it will probably not 
apply in a SaaS, where the password must remain completely secret. 

Several Notebooks were developed to produce general calculations about the status of the 
project, and in general to know the status of the complete database. But we decided to migrate 
all these Notebooks to use the Python API only. Providing a direct way to access the PKM 
was removed. We still include libraries to access databases. If users want to access such 
methods, they will have to configure the access manually.  

Important to mention that the functionality of the Notebooks already created is still present 
although they were migrated to use a different way to access the PKM. 
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Figure 4: Previous version with MongoDb API 

 

Figure 5: New ASD version for admin users, with multi project support 

3.1.3 Predefined Notebooks: ASD and Dashboard 

The main objective of task T6.3 is the verification that the tools inside DECODER generate 
valid and usable documentation. To demonstrate this, Capgemini has developed two 
notebooks that extract information and presents it in a visual format. 

Having Jupyter configured, integrated with the DECODER GUI and connected to the PKM, it 
was interesting to generate Notebooks to extract information and present it in different ways. 
To display information of interest for the user, we have implemented two particular Notebooks 
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(some others have been implemented for the admin user and will be described later). They 
are the ASD Notebook and the Dashboard Notebook. 

The ASD (Accelerated Solution Design) is the format that Capgemini uses internally to store 
information of interest about a project for development teams. The idea is to have a single 
point that contains all the information needed, to design, develop and support one software 
project. This document format contains information related with requirements, design 
documentation, platforms … and it was already described at D6.1 [7]. 

One of the ideas of the Use Case C was to bring into DECODER the ability to generate 
documents with the aforementioned characteristics. The PKM hosts many sources of 
information that can be extracted and presented in a desired format. 

It is important to mention here, that the inclusion of the living documentation platform provides 
flexibility. One standard format is useful many times, but probably it will not fit with preexisting 
sources. Thanks to the Notebooks, and using our ASD Notebook template as starting point, 
users can adapt it to support other document formats, by modifying Python code. We have 
implemented the parts of the ASD that the PKM contains today.  

The information shown in this template is very linked with this particular Use Case and the 
MyThaiStar code, and some work will be needed to extract information in different projects. 

The ASD Notebook includes the following sections: 

Introduction:  

The information is retrieved from a raw document, for this case readme.md is searched and 
parsed. 

Epics List: 

It presents the information of the epics of the system. They present a big picture of the 
platform. 

User stories diagrams: 

This section reads the user stories in text format and generates graphics that facilitate the 
visualization 

Technical design: 

Architecture diagrams: 

This section includes images related with architecture and includes them here.  

Use Case diagrams: 

This section retrieves the UML generated by the platform and displays here the 
contents, using the Mermaid UML viewer, bundled also inside the Jupyter platform. 

Configuration: 

It includes details about how to build and run the application, as well as a general description 
of the project. 
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It must be mentioned here that our ASD evolves and changes and it actually contains more 
sections of information that the ones included here (Figure 6). Some of the information was 
simply not inside the documentation of the use case and some other was very “ad hoc” to be 
considered of interest to be included here.  

Our objective is both to assure that the DECODER platform supports many different file 
formats and artefacts that are usable and exploitable for an end user, and also to provide a 
show case and means to access the information and produce reports from the PKM. 

 

Figure 6: ASD Template 

Task 6.3 objectives describe also quality measurements. Given the nature of the Jupyter 
implementation done, that provides freedom to query the PKM and process data, we have 
created several Notebooks that perform measurements. The Notebook who measures the 
improvements included by DECODER into a project is called Dashboard. 

The Dashboard Notebook presents counters and gauges calculating the current status of the 
project, showing several indicators in one single page. The counters are general enough to 
be applied to different projects, the nature of this development is more general than the one 
for the ASD. 

Figure 7 shows the view of the Dashboard Notebook developed, using the Python API to 
retrieve data and calculate outputs. More details about this feature are described in section 
4.4.  
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Figure 7: Dashboard with quality measurements 

3.2 Jupyter hub in DECODER 
DECODER is a multi-project system, and it might contain information coming from different 
sources. The information contained in projects is sometimes confidential or simply must be 
restricted to some users. The default Jupyter installation is a shared one, that is, there’s one 
Jupyter for one DECODER installation. That means that all the Notbooks generated by one 
user, or the changes made in one Notebook, will be propagated to every user of the Notebook. 
To solve this problem, Jupyter Hub comes to help. This system is able to start different 
instances of Jupyter in different sandboxes, creating individual instances of Jupyter per groups 
of users. In this installation, one instance is created per project created inside DECODER. 
This way all the modifications done in Notebooks in one project, will not affect other projects. 

This section describes the configuration actions taken for the setup of Jupyter Hub. 

3.2.1 Authentication process 

The proposed way to work with Jupyter inside DECODER is to have one separate instance of 
Jupyter per project. Every time the admin creates a new project, a new instance of Jupyter is 
created for this project. So, every user logging into the DECODER platform, with access to a 
project, will have then access to the specific Jupyter instance. When a DECODER user 
accesses the Jupyter section, there’s an extra security mechanism added at this point. We 
have included a login page. The login page automatically prefills the user and password and 
lets the user enter. Only if the default password is manually changed by admin, they will need 
to authenticate. The idea is to provide an extra layer of security for users inside the project, 
with a shared password managed by the admin and senior users.  
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Figure 8: Skippable login page 

Figure 8  shows the login page, and the access to the sign up (register new project) page. As 
mentioned previously this is normally automatically skipped, but still is accessible to fine tune 
the access. From this page, users can also create new Jupyter instances. However, the 
access to them is managed by the admin first. By logging into the system as admin, a different 
screen appears. Here the admin can permit or block access to any instance created (see 
Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Authorize projects page 

The option change password is present for admins, as shown in Figure 10. If the admin 
changes the default password, the automatic login procedure described is disabled, and only 
selected users will have access to this instance.  
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Figure 10: Change password page 

Jupyter hub provides many different authentication mechanisms, but this one has been 
selected and configured as it better fits the needs of the platform today. 

3.2.2 Spawn process 

As described previously, every time a new project is created in DECODER, a new instance of 
Jupyter is created for this project also. This is the spawn process. 

Jupyter hub has different ways of spawning new instances, the selected here is the default 
one, that creates separate processes inside one machine. To do so, a new user is created in 
the Linux system running the platform, that will run the new process, corresponding to the new 
Jupyter instance. Predefined information is copied into this user’s home folder, that is, 
Notebooks and Python files, and Jupyer is ready to start.   

It is important to notice here that, given the role of the user, some notebooks and APIs will be 
made available to him or not. As described in previous sections, admin users have access to 
more functionalities that regular users. Figure 11 shows the files for developers, while Figure 
12 shows the files for admins. 

 

Figure 11: Configuration script for allowed files for developers 
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Figure 12: Developed files for admin users 

After the project creation, the Jupyter instance must be started. This is the spawn mechanism. 
Every time a user logs in the Jupyter hub, a new Jupyter process is created, or an already 
started process for this project will be used. 

The hub is able also to automatically stop unused processes, if it detects long times of 
inactivity, saving some resources to the system.   

Other spawning options have been studied, and implemented at some point of the project, like 
spawning different docker images, but finally this internal process option has been selected, 
as it is less resource consuming, and, for this early stage of the project usage, seems to fit the 
requirements. 

If at some point we detect many projects inside DECODER, this feature can be changed back 
to the docker spawner one. 
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4 Task 6.3 specific results 

This section explains the works done specifically related with the objectives described in the 
task definition for T6.3. Works on every one of the objectives have been done, the 
accomplishment level will be described in each section. Apart from the tasks described, more 
related works have been performed that provide more power to the platform.    

4.1 Documentation of Architecture artefacts and datamodels 
To present data models and diagrams inside the platform, Capgemini has included two UML 
viewers in different places of the application.  

The user interface bundles inside the Mermaid UML viewer [6], which is able to render several 
types of UML diagrams: Classes, Sequences, Use cases, among others. The included viewer 
has capabilities of zoom and pan, and it shows up when a diagram artefact is selected into 
the application. The raw UML viewer is included also, allowing users to directly edit text format, 
just in case they want to modify labels or elements. 

Inside the scope of Use case C, the Mermaid viewer library has been included into the Jupyter 
platform (in its Python version), allowing DECODER to display the UML documents, both 
existing and generated, inside the living document Notebook, included in the ASD template. 

This renderer presents diagrams in a HTML format along with other interesting information 
inside the PKM, generating the format of an ASD document, which includes text definitions 
and diagrams. The ASD Notebook is capable of retrieving UML diagrams from the PKM and 
present them in visual format, as show in Figure 13. The picture shows the simplicity needed 
to implement this feature thanks to the work of the API. Finally, also pictures can be retrieved 
and drawn here. 

Actions to support this feature have been taken by Capgemini and UPV. Capgemini has 
bundled and configured the viewers while UPV has generated the model diagrams in a more 
friendly format markdown based. 

 

Figure 13: UML Diagrams from PKM 
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4.2 User story outline generation 
For the user story outline generation, the power of the Jupyter platform has also been used. 
Two implementations have been done here to represent the User stories in graphical format. 
This task is normally manually done by business analysts and this automatic process of 
generation saves time for this manual task.   

First of all, the user stories must be retrieved from the PKM. To do so queries to the Document 
collection are performed, over the target project only.  

The list of user stories is retrieved using the Python API, pointing to the document that contains 
them. The user must know the file name which stores this information, and he should update 
the default file name accordingly. Thanks to this and other configuration options included, the 
flexibility is enough to support several formats and document names, and to adapt to different 
scenarios. We consider this option better than supporting only one standard format.  What the 
Notebook provides is a way to retrieve data and transform it, the code is present inline, it is 
accessible, and it should be easy for DECODER users to modify it until it fits their specific 
requirements.  

The algorithm to parse user stories included in this implementation is quite simple, it was done 
with a series of regular expressions like the following ones: 

• (As )(an|a)(.*)(I would like to|I want to)((.|\n)*)(so that)*(.|\n)*(AC|Details:(.|\n))((.|\n)*)  
• (As )(an|a)(.*)(I want to)((.|\n)*)(so that)*(.|\n)*(AC:(.|\n))((.|\n)*) 

User stories have normally a very common structure, words like “AC:” can be substituted with 
similar sentences like “Acceptance criteria”. Those similar expressions have been considered 
also, testing the system with different sources of information.  

With the capture groups ready, the user stories are ready to be transformed into a diagram 
format, again using the UML Mermaid viewer format. 

To do this, a UML formatter has been implemented to fit each found group into each node of 
the diagram. Lastly, the user stories are printed out in the HTML presenting a graphical view 
of the user story, as seen in Figure 14. 

This interesting feature saves some time for the Business analyst when graphically presenting 
stories in diagram format. The only requirement is to write them in a common format, text file 
for instance, upload it into DECODER, and visit the Jupyter section to see the results. 
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Figure 14: User story outline generation 

In a similar way, we are also parsing the epics inside the project, again in a configurable way 
so adapting the algorithm to minor changes should not be complex for regular users.  

 

Figure 15: Epics detection 

Figure 15 shows the “…” three dot icon used to hide the code. The code has been hidden for 
clarity on first sight in the platform. By clicking the “…” icon, the source code is unfolded. The 
source to parse the Epics will show up then, and it is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Epics detection example code 

This code makes use of the Python API to retrieve contents of the PKM. This method retrieves 
a Documentation Artefact with a given name. It can be changed depending on the project. No 
specific code has been implemented to automatically detect the files of interest for different 
projects. This process must be manually done, although it is a simple change.  

This protocol for extracting data is in general a little bit ad hoc to the current Use Case. That 
is, the code works well with the sources of MyThaiStar and it might need to be adapted for 
other projects. However, we provide the API to retrieve the contents in a standard way, and 
the algorithms to parse the details are shown inline, so users can adapt those pieces of 
software to their needs. 

4.3 API definitions using JML 
Use Case C code base has been fully annotated with JML. The original code had no JML 
annotations and Capgemini included many different types of annotations to be used as a 
validation framework for the tasks related with JML. For this, Capgemini first did a previous 
study of this technology to better know its features.  

The annotations have been mostly included in the Controller (API) classes, both in the 
interfaces and implementations of REST services, but some other classes include them also. 

The annotations included are normally the following ones: 

• Ensures:  For parameter checks 
• Requires: For parameter checks 
• Invariant: For variable definitions 
• Assert: Verify specific conditions 
• Non_null: Verify null checks 
• Signals_only: Used to verify exception throwing 

This inclusion has been a helpful input for T1.5, T3.2, T6.3 among other works, like the JML 
Generator or the JML Parser, included in the Java parser, to validate annotations. Several 
modifications were done in both tools to support JML parsing, thanks to the examples 
included, and they are more robust tools thanks to that. 
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Capgemini work arrived in this point; no other actions have been taken by the DECODER 
partners to generate API definitions starting with the JML definitions. This work is interesting 
but other actions had to be taken before. It is important to say that in java, the scope of this 
Use Case, this feature is already very well implemented by “springdoc-openapi” [4], only by 
adding a java dependency.  

4.4 Productivity gains assessment 
Added value is generated by the DECODER framework in several parts of the code and 
documentation. In Use Case C, we have included measurements of quality gains, produced 
by the tools created in this project. To measure the improvement and the additions that 
DECODER provides, we have implemented both methods to perform the calculations, and 
means to present them. These developments are present in a Jupyter Notebook, included in 
each project inside DECODER, so it’s ready to be used in new projects inside the platform. 

The generated Notebook is called Dashboard. It performs queries using the developed 
DECODER API for Python, that provides access to all the artefacts existing in the database. 
The information presented is: 

• Number of automatically added Comments. 
• Number of automatically added Annotations. 
• Number of verified annotations. 
• Number of generated UML diagrams. 
• Number of user stories and epics parsed. 
• Test coverage of the code. 
• Number of artefacts per type. 
• Percentage of artefacts per type. 

These counters are presented in the form of gauges that represent the initial amount and the 
total after applying DECODER tools. Some of the results are shown in Figure 17. 

One interesting feature at this point is that both the API and the notebooks are editable, so 
users can configure, tweak or add any other counters they consider of interest. The template 
is there to be used as quick view Dashboard, but also as a starting point to modify. 
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Figure 17: Gauges and counters 

Regular users, that is Developers, have access to the Dashboard Notebook, the DECODER 
Python API and the ASD template. Apart from that, we also include some information only for 
admin users, that allows them to measure the general status of the platform. 

For admin users, the proposed way to access is different. They have rights to access all the 
projects. The behavior is similar, but they have the option to change the project or to perform 
general queries.   

As you can see the list of developed functionalities for admin users is a little bit bigger, and 
probably a little bit more complex. The idea is that developers will have an easy way to access 
and create results and basic examples, while admins can spend more time digging into the 
platform. 

 

Figure 18: Artefacts by type  
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Finally, TESTAR also tracks the evolution of the code coverage between versions. TESTAR 
is a scriptless testing tool that performs automated GUI tests from to Systems Under Test 
(SUTs). TESTAR performs out of the box robustness tests, so actions are selected randomly 
in the SUTs. It is possible to find bugs related to non-functional requirements by using implicit 
oracles. 

The objective of this use case was to apply TESTAR to MyThaiStar, a reference web 
application, to obtain information about the coverage results that have been obtained when 
performing the tests. 

Using devonfw-ide, an Eclipse distribution has been used to deploy the backend of the project. 
Next, the frontend of the application has been deployed, and has been available at 
localhost:4200/restaurant. 

For the coverage measurement, the corresponding information has been collected after each 
action, each test sequence and each execution, by using the JaCoCo library. Jacoco allows 
measuring branch and instruction coverage in Java projects. 

• JaCoCo statement coverage: Provides information about the amount of code that has 
been executed or skipped. 

• JaCoCo branch coverage: The total number of branches of all if and switch statements 
that have been reached is counted. 

For this use case, a sequence of 500 actions has been executed. After this execution, some 
directories have been generated as a result. 

One of them is HTMLReports, which contains an HTML file through which we can see the 
sequence of the actions that have been executed, as well as the available actions in each 
state. We can also see screenshots of each reached state. 

 

Figure 19: TESTAR execution sequence report 
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Figure 20: TESTAR execution sequence report detail 

Besides, the results of the evolution of the coverage are found in the file called 
coverageMetricsMerged, in which the information related to each executed action can be 
seen. Here we find the percentage of coverage that has been reached after each action, both 
for instructions and for branches. 

These data have been stored in an excel document. Then, a graph that illustrates the evolution 
of both types of coverage has been obtained (Figure 22). We can see the result below. 
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Figure 21: Coverage per action 

 

Figure 22: Graphical view of evolution of coverage 

The starting value is 5% for instructions coverage and 4.86% for branches coverage. Then, 
the values continue to increase, and little by little they stabilize. 

In the execution of action 196, the coverage value increases significantly, probably since a 
new MyThaiStar area has been discovered. The value of the instruction coverage becomes 
21.35%, and the branches coverage becomes 14.98%. 

Finally, after action number 500, the instructions coverage obtained is 21.5%. On the other 
hand, the branches coverage is 15.4%. 

In conclusion, TESTAR automated testing has been applied to MyThaiStar application, and 
output data has been obtained that allows us to know the evolution of the tests. From this, the 
coverage of instructions and branches associated with the execution of 500 actions has been 
obtained. The results tend to stabilize, and greater coverage can be obtained with a greater 
number of actions to execute, thus allowing the tested application to be explored more widely. 
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5 Verification at design level: Architecture   

To verify that DECODER tools generate a good set of usable results, some alignment tasks 
were needed to avoid collisions of results or not coordinated actions. For this, inside the 
context of T6.3 Capgemini included an architectural study performed at M15, focusing in tool 
interconnection. 

Each tool was put into study, common patterns of work were detected and defined. This work 
took information from D5.3 [5] and it specified a more detailed way of intercommunication 
between tools. Each individual action per tool was listed and a study to generate a common 
way to access them all was put in place. A common structure to access the tools, how to 
integrate them and to deploy them was defined also.  

This section includes one example of the complete architecture study which included: 

o Each DECODER tool 
o Each function inside the tool 
o The expected intercommunication flows 
o The suggested connectivity schema 
o The packaging option to be implemented 

The study is too big to be included here, we are only including the one example of the work 
done, for one of the tools. Details of this study were valid at M15, when it was implemented, 
although some minor changes have been done as the maturity of the platform has evolved. 

5.1 DECODER toolset communications 
This section presents the definition of the connectivity schema to one of the tools inside 
DECODER. The sequence of actions was only a proposal, but it was agreed to use it, an 
example is shown in Figure 23, for the Frama-C tool. 

The series of messages that directly affect to each tool are tagged with a unique identifier. 
They are presented inside a flow diagram, that contains all the expected messaged which are 
presented for a better description of each operation of the tool. 

Each tool has an input message tagged as ToolNumber_OperationNumber_01  

And a response message tagged as ToolNumber_OperationNumber_02  
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Figure 23: Frama-c message processing proposal 

Similar figures and definitions do exist per tool. The complete list of diagrams can be found in 
Appendix A. The rest of the study is not included in this document, as some sections have 
been previously introduced in other deliverables.  
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6 Extending DECODER: software patterns 

After starting to work with DECODER, we always thought that it would be important to make 
this platform flexible and extendible. Given the nature of the DECODER project, we decided 
to research on how to implement AI solutions, to parse code and generate outputs. One of our 
works was the DataDons internal initiative, in which we developed a framework to parse 
Python code and detect software patterns. This development was motivated by the DECODER 
project, although it has been done completely outside of the scope of DECODER.  

The interesting point here was the insertion of the DataDons project, once completed, inside 
DECODER, with the aim to demonstrate the extension capabilities provided to this platform 
thanks to the Jupyter addition. 

To do that, the libraries of DataDons were included into Jupyter, and are in fact bundled inside 
the DECODER installation, and they are able to retrieve information and to detect software 
patterns. This integration has not been done till the database level, that is, we retrieve source 
code from an external place, and we generate the results which are printed into a Jupyter 
Notebook. This information does not come from PKM nor is stored into the PKM today. At 
some point we can even include results into the PKM, but as the first version of DataDons, 
parses Python code only, which falls out of the scope of DECODER, this extra feature has not 
been included for now. 

As a result, we have done some presentations showcasing this interesting usage of 
DECODER. Figure 24 shows an example of the code of DataDons. 

 

 

Figure 24: Algorithms to detect software patterns  
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7 Summary and conclusions 

The initial scope of T6.3 was to verify that the generated documentation would be usable, and 
for that we have been always in contact with partners trying to produce data that was usable. 
This task depends on the developments done by many partners; the results are better in some 
cases than others. The PKM does not contain all the initially described data, or the tools do 
not generate some of the features initially described. Still thanks to the work done in T6.3, the 
PKM contains interesting features probably not present without this work done. Capgemini 
drove partners to include in DECODER, support to images, text files, markdown files, etc. 
These file types are of utility inside our data mining platform Jupyter, but also in many projects 
that could use DECODER. With this effort, more projects will be a target for DECODER.  

In relation with the implementations done in T6.3, the setup of the Jupyter platform empowers 
the DECODER providing more capabilities than using a standard document format, as it was 
initially described. We have included this platform and generated APIs to consume data from 
PKM. Also, we have included Notebooks that exploit this information to present diagrams and 
useful information. So, we present a standard document format, but it can be adapted and 
modified inline, to support other formats. The Python API can also be used externally in any 
local computer to connect to the PKM and consume data.  

The Notebooks implemented demonstrate ways to retrieve information from the PKM 
producing reports with graphics and other calculations. The implementation of the Notebooks 
has algorithms that are useful for the Use Case C, although they will probably need some 
changes for other projects. For instance, parsing User stories or Epics might differ in other 
projects. They are, however, clear examples about how to retrieve data from PKM and print it 
in DECODER; and simplicity to adapt them has been taken always into account and provided 
to the end user. The aim was to make them generic enough, but the diversity of the projects 
is so big, that we considered that providing ways to adapt a baseline is more valuable than 
creating algorithms that support all existing scenarios. Also, we implemented counters, 
gauges and graphics to show the status of a project and DECODER in general, with the 
Dashboard. This Notebook is generic enough to work with different projects, Java or C, and 
C++ and it has potential to be extended even more. 

Other key point for us was to make the DECODER extensible. This was accomplished at 
several parts of the application. Jupyter is extensible per se, it allows plugins, and it has very 
interesting features to be included with just some clicks. The GUI supports plugins also, 
although their code must be pushed into the git repository to be approved and deployed first. 
New tools can be included into DECODER, by dynamically configuring the BPM tool. The 
definition of the system architecture put some order between all the independent 
developments, to have a clear and common way to integrate all the tools inside the platform. 
Because of this definition, all the tools have been integrated without major problems. Now all 
the tools have a clear interface and an easy way to start and consume them. This can even 
give the tools life outside DECODER, being used as separate services. And new tools can be 
included in DECODER by implementing a clear and quite simple interface. It is important to 
notice that this work has been also complemented with the collaborations with WP5 partners.  
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Finally, we were able to push also in the direction to support git sources, at least to fetch the 
repository contents to make the platform more usable.   

We have also included in DECODER related works done by Capgemini, outside the scope of 
DECODER, that finally have been included here. The DataDons initiative, finds software 
patterns in Python code. The source code of this Capgemini’s project has been included into 
DECODER, and some presentations showing the way to integrate and extend DECODER 
have been done, related with it. 

In relation with the setup of Jupyter, many configuration steps were needed to include it in 
DECODER, and to prepare it for a production scenario. Inclusion of security mechanisms, 
support for groups of concurrent users, the ability to bundle it inside the DECODER GUI, the 
automatic authentication of users, the data protection, topics related with proxies, support for 
multi iframe pages ... So, a part of the creation of the tool to extract information, a huge effort 
has been done during the implementation of the project to configure Jupyter. It has so many 
options to work with, changes and problems to be solved, that took more time than expected. 
In particular, topics related with security, deployment, proxying and integration with the 
platform, that are solved today. 

Another important point to notice is that during initial phases of the project, DECODER did not 
contain data in the final format, so constructing and adapting queries has been an evolutive 
work also. Yet today, we have proven that the platform has been correctly integrated and that 
is able to be used in an enterprise environment. 

Several ideas are in mind to continue evolving this platform. For instance, it would be 
interesting to continue improving the Dashboard section, adding more quality measurements, 
trying to make DECODER a platform to upload the code just to easily obtain quality indicators. 
We would like to continue with the development of the DataDons initiative, to parse Java code, 
and even to insert the results into the PKM, adding the software patterns detection into the 
platform. Also, the Python API, as it is a scripting language, could be used to execute calls to 
DECODER in systems like Jenkins, to automatically generate added value into software 
projects, or to have the quality measurements ready after one build. 

In conclusion with task T6.3, we generate documentation in a standard way, but with flexibility 
enough to be adapted to other scenarios, including, in our opinion, very interesting features to 
the DECODER platform. We consider that thanks to Use Case C, DECODER produces more 
added value than the one initially envisioned. 
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Appendix A DECODER Message flows for tools 

T1-1-Frama-c Parse code task 
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T1-2-Frama-c Unit testing task 
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T4-Code Summarization Parse code task 
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